Building sidewalks in Amsterdam/Churchill!

The Amsterdam/Churchill Planning Group (ACCPG) has obtained $132,000 in funding to extend Amsterdam/Churchill’s sidewalk between Bethel Church and Manhattan Christian. This is the first phase in extending sidewalks along the primary roads of our community.

We need your help!

Amsterdam/Churchill needs to raise $25,000 by next spring to match the grant. Without this grant, this sidewalk would cost $80/foot; with our grant, Amsterdam/Churchill residents can construct this sidewalk for $15/foot.

What can you do?
• Buy a foot of sidewalk for $15
• Buy a section of sidewalk for $75
• We can accept donations of materials

The ACCPG is a non-profit organization and can accept donations. Contact Walt Sales at 570-2128 or Tim Van Dam at 581-3626 to discuss how you can help, or come by the ACCPG’s meeting on the second and fourth Monday of each month at the Churchill Bank.